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In this essay I use the GLOBE research study by House et al. (2013) as a proxy for
measuring cultural distance. Unlike other studies, GLOBE introduces nine cultural
dimensions and focuses exclusively on managers, allowing for a distinct glimpse into
the values of people actually making trade decisions. I make use of a state-of-the-art
PPML approach using data on international trade ﬂows together with intra-national
trade ﬂows (Yotov, 2012) and a comprehensive set of ﬁxed eﬀects to consistently es-
timate a gravity equation using a panel from 1995 to 2004. I distinguish between
diﬀerent industries by following the goods classiﬁcation introduced by Rauch (1999).
The results show that cultural diﬀerences indeed aﬀect trade values diﬀerently over
time, but their size and impact depends on the chosen measure of cultural distance
and on the industry classiﬁcation.
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Cultural diﬀerences can have an impact on bilateral trade ﬂows. The intuition is that
people with the same cultural background tend to trust each other more, speak a similar
language, or simply have similar institutions, which can facilitate trade.
Within the framework of a panel estimation, I can ask how the importance of cultural
dimensions on trade ﬂows has changed over time. The value of world exports has experi-
enced a meteoric rise from an export value of 3,375 billion $ in 1990 to over 17,513 billion
$ in 2017.3 Overall transportation costs have fallen, trade agreements reach an all time
high, and information can be sent without delay anywhere across the globe. What does
this process mean for the inﬂuence of cultural diﬀerences on trade? On the one hand it
may be possible that due to increased globalization the world has grown closer together
and cultural diﬀerences have lost their importance for international trade. On the other
hand, it could be possible that the fear of losing cultural identity has grown, leading to
a stronger impact because of the globalization process.
To answer this question, I estimate several speciﬁcations of the gravity equation by means
of a pseudo-poisson maximum likelihood (PPML) estimation which includes zeros and
intra-national trade ﬂows (Yotov, 2012) together with a comprehensive set of ﬁxed eﬀects.
I treat cultural distance similarly to geographical distance, therefore the measure enters
the trade costs function. As a proxy for cultural distance I use the Global Leadership
and Organizational Behavioral Eﬀectiveness (GLOBE) research study of cross-cultural
interactions (House et al., 2013), which identiﬁes nine cultural dimensions. To analyze if
these dimensions aﬀect certain groups of industries diﬀerently, I make use of the product
classiﬁcation by Rauch (1999).
The results show that the eﬀect of cultural distance on trade is not persistent but varies
over time for many of the nine GLOBE dimensions. However, the eﬀects do not follow a
clear trend and depend on the cultural dimensions analyzed. Bilateral trade ﬂows have
become more responsive to some cultural dimensions and less responsive to others, rela-
tive to the eﬀect in the base year. In addition, several signiﬁcant eﬀects are only driven
by trade with goods that are not traded on organized exchanges, whereas the inﬂuence
of other dimensions matters only for goods that are classiﬁed to be homogeneous. To my
knowledge, this ﬁnding has not been widely discussed in the literature.
The remainder of this essay is structured as follows: The next section gives a short
overview of the related literature regarding cultural distance and the estimation of time-
invariant trade costs. Section 3 describes the GLOBE research study and its dimensions.
Then, I explain the indices for measuring cultural distance and proximity as well as the
composition of the data set. Section 5 provides an overview of the estimation speciﬁca-
3Source: IMF data on FOB Exports
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tions. In section 6 I present my results and discuss them and oﬀer a short conclusion
and an outlook in section 7.
2 Related literature
Grossman (1998) performs a simple calculation showing that the estimated negative ef-
fects of bilateral distance on trade are too large to be explained by shipping costs alone.
He speculates that the reasons why distance matters so much are cultural diﬀerences or
a lack of familiarity between trade partners. Correspondingly, Anderson (2011) argues
that the inclusion of proxies for trade friction like political borders and common language
improves the ﬁt of gravity estimations. The challenge is to ﬁnd such proxies for "culture"
which is notoriously hard to measure. In the following I present some examples from the
recent literature of diﬀerent approaches and their ﬁndings.
Boisso and Ferrantino (1997) use linguistic dissimilarity as a proxy for cultural distance.
They ﬁnd a negative eﬀect on international trade between 1960 and 1985 that increases
from 1960 until the mid-1970s and becomes smaller afterwards. Melitz (2008) discovers
that linguistic diversity and literacy within a country positively inﬂuences foreign relative
to domestic trade.
Several authors make use of the dimensions of culture introduced by Hofstede (2001)
and Hofstede et al. (2010). In these studies, cultural dimensions include individualism
versus collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, masculinity versus femininity,
and long term orientation. Linders et al. (2005) ﬁnd a positive eﬀect of cultural distance
on bilateral trade. They explain this ﬁnding by arguing that ﬁrms prefer trade to host-
country production in culturally distant countries. Using the same cultural dimensions,
Lankhuizen and de Groot (2016) ﬁnd a non-linear relationship between cultural distance
and international trade: Cultural distance decreases trade only after a certain threshold
is reached, while it has a positive impact on trade below this threshold. Gorodnichenko
et al. (2017) provide evidence that the higher the cultural distance between cooperating
partners, the smaller is the chance of a ﬁrm to be integrated by a foreign company. Us-
ing the 2009 Greek debt crisis as a case study, Guiso et al. (2016) argue that cultural
diﬀerences between countries can lead to a political impasse, making it diﬃcult to reach
an optimal outcome.
The World Values Survey (WVS), an international survey undertaken in almost 100 coun-
tries over the last 30 years, provides another way to derive proxies for cultural distance.
Cyrus (2015) ﬁnds that the cultural distance measure derived from the WVS has no
eﬀect on the value of bilateral trade but she ﬁnds evidence that increasing trade reduces
cultural distance. I believe that reverse causality is not an issue for my analyses of trade
eﬀects of cultural distance, since my measures for cultural distance do not vary over
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time.4 Coyne and Williamson (2012) discover that increasing openness to trade has a
positive eﬀect on culture supporting economic interaction and entrepreneurship, namely
trust, perceived level of self-determination, respect for others, and obedience. Spolaore
and Wacziarg (2016) show that genetic distance is positively correlated with cultural
distance based on results from the WVS. They additionally provide a compelling data
base for several measures of distance. It includes measures of genetic distance between
countries as well as linguistic, religious, and cultural diﬀerences.
Guiso et al. (2009) use a trust-index based on views of European managers. They link
higher trust-ratings to higher trade between country pairs, higher foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI), and higher portfolio investments as well. Lien and Lo (2017) ﬁnd signiﬁcant
positive eﬀects on both, trade and FDI, from the establishment of cultural institutions
abroad like the German Goethe-Insitute which promote language and culture of a coun-
try. Using the Eurovision Song Contest to construct a measure for cultural proximity,
Felbermayr and Toubal (2010) ﬁnd that trade in diﬀerentiated goods is aﬀected posi-
tively by cultural proximity.
With my proxy I assume that cultural diﬀerences are persistent or take a long time to
change. Therefore, I treat them as part of time-invariant trade costs. It is a challenge to
consistently estimate the eﬀect of such time-invariant trade costs on trade values within
a gravity framework. An example is the literature regarding the so called "distance-
elasticity puzzle". For many years, empirical ﬁndings did not support the anecdotal
evidence that distance eﬀects of bilateral trade ﬂows have declined over time (Disdier &
Head, 2008). Below I discuss some recent examples of empirical work concerning this
issue. The common feature is that they all use yearly interactions with the distance
measure in order to quantify the change of the eﬀect and the estimation method PPML.
Yotov (2012) ﬁnds a solution to the distance puzzle in international goods trade. He states
that previous researchers using structural gravity only identiﬁed relative international
trade costs relative to other relative international trade costs. That is the reason, why the
negative eﬀect of distance remains roughly constant over time. He stresses the importance
to include intra-national trade ﬂows and intra-national distances in order to identify
the impact of international trade costs on international trade relative to intra-national
trade costs. Together with distance-time interactions, he ﬁnds that the relative eﬀects of
distance eﬀects on commodity trade ﬂows have dropped signiﬁcantly between 1965 and
2005. A similar strategy is applied by Anderson and Yotov (2017) with data from 1988
to 2006. In contrast to Yotov (2012), they do not ﬁnd evidence for a declining but for a
persistent eﬀect of bilateral distance on the value of trade. By using data on global bank
linkages between countries instead of trade ﬂows, Brei and von Peter (2018) uncover that
4Moreover, I apply a battery of ﬁxed eﬀects, as suggested by Baier and Bergstrand (2007).
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the eﬀect of distance on assets and liabilities of banks from 1977 to 2012 is similar to the
distance eﬀect on trade, even though transport costs are immaterial. The distance eﬀect
is substantially negative but decreases over time. Instead of intra-national trade they use
domestic banking activity for their regression. However, all three approaches potentially
suﬀer from omitted variable bias, as they do not control for unobserved heterogeneity
across country pairs by including pair ﬁxed eﬀects (Baier & Bergstrand, 2007). Bosquet
and Boulhol (2015) include pair ﬁxed eﬀects in their analysis but do not account for
intra-national trade ﬂows and no intra-national distances. By analyzing bilateral trade
ﬂows between 1952 and 2006, they ﬁnd no evidence for a declining eﬀect of bilateral
distance elasticities. Following Yotov (2012) in his arguments, their interpretation of
the results is ﬂawed. Bergstrand et al. (2015) address these issues in their paper and
make use of intra-national distance, intra-national trade ﬂows, and include pair ﬁxed
eﬀects together with importer- and exporter-year ﬁxed eﬀects in order to consistently
estimate the eﬀects of distance on trade. They conclude that the negative eﬀect of
bilateral distance on international trade ﬂows has decreased by 1.2 percent per year for
the interval from 1990 to 2002.
Since I am interested in how the inﬂuence of cultural diﬀerences changes over time, I
follow the methodology of Bergstrand et al. (2015) in my analysis.
3 Cultural distance dimensions
While the WVS relies on interviews with 1,000 randomly chosen people per country, the
GLOBE research program by House et al. (2013) collects data speciﬁcally from middle
managers from 951 organizations from the sectors ﬁnancial services, food processing,
and telecommunications across 60 diﬀerent cultures between 1994 and 1997. The same
three sectors are present in all countries across the survey and their setup is quite simi-
lar across countries but each one is fundamentally diﬀerent compared to the other two.
Even though the sample size of the GLOBE survey is smaller than, e.g., the WVS it
may still be a relevant alternative to measure cultural distance. The argument is that
cultural believes of business leaders are actually more important for international trade
than the believes of the remaining population, as these managers actually have the power
to inﬂuence the decision whether or not to trade with partners across borders. I add to
the literature as this group of people may share cultural views that fundamentally diﬀer
from the rest of the population.
The GLOBE research program builds on the cultural dimensions introduced by Hofstede
(2001) and Hofstede et al. (2010) but implements additional dimensions. The survey
identiﬁes nine cultural dimensions that are potentially important when analyzing an in-
ternational business partner. In the following I will introduce each of these dimensions
in detail.
Performance orientation reﬂects the extent to which a society encourages and rewards
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innovation and improvement of its members. The overall goal is to achieve and main-
tain high standards. Countries with a high score regarding performance orientation set
a focus on education and learning, emphasize on getting results, set high performance
targets, value taking initiative, and prefer explicit and direct communication. This holds
especially true for countries like Switzerland, Singapore, or Albania. Low performance
oriented countries like Russia, Venezuela, or Greece tend to disapprove of overly ambi-
tious behavior, have a low sense of urgency, and pay special attention to age instead of
performance when it comes to promotions.
Assertiveness reﬂects the degree to which members belonging to a society are ﬁrm, tough,
dominant, and aggressive in social relationships. Countries like Albania, Nigeria, and
Hungary score high on assertiveness and, therefore, tend to value and reward competi-
tion, success, and direct communication. Low assertiveness-score countries like Japan,
New Zealand, and Sweden place higher value in cooperation and equality.
Uncertainty avoidance mirrors the extend to which members of a society seek order, con-
sistency, structure, formalized procedures, and laws to cover situations in their daily lives.
Countries with high uncertainty avoidance-score, like Switzerland, Sweden, and Singa-
pore, set very high stakes in formal interactions including legal contracts and meticulous
record-keeping, apply much more calculating when taking risk, and are more resistant
to change. The bottom end of the list features countries like Guatemala, Hungary, and
Russia.
Power distance reﬂects the degree to which members of a society accept and approve that
power should be shared unevenly. Firms in countries with high a power-distance-score
therefore exhibit a distinct hierarchy or chain of command. Countries with the highest
power distance are Morocco, Nigeria, and El Salvador, while the Netherlands, Denmark,
or the Czech Republic seem to believe in ﬂat hierarchies.
In-group collectivism can be interpreted whether children take pride in the individual
accomplishments of their parents and vice versa, whether parents tend to live at home
with their children when they get older, and whether children live at home with their par-
ents until they get married. Examples for countries which score high regarding in-group
collectivism are the Philippines, Iran, or India. In countries like Sweden, Denmark, and
the Czech Republic this does not seem to be the case.
Institutional collectivism measures the degree to which ﬁrms and societal institutional
practices encourage and reward collective action and collective distribution of resources.
Employers in countries with a high institutional-collectivism-score tend to develop long-
term relationships with their employees. Employees identify with their ﬁrm and make
personal sacriﬁces to fulﬁll organizational obligations. Countries with the highest score
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of institutional collectivism are South Korea, Sweden, and Japan, whereas the scores of
Hungary, Greece, and the Czech Republic indicate a more individualistic attitude.
Future orientation mirrors the extent to which members of a society believe that their
current actions will inﬂuence their future. They focus on investments regarding their
future, believe in planning for developing their future, and look far into the future for
assessing the eﬀects of their current actions. Countries with high future orientation-score
like Singapore, Switzerland, or the Netherlands are inclined to save for the future, have
more intrinsically motivated individuals and achieve greater economics success. Coun-
tries that set a low value in future orientation tend to place higher priorities on immediate
gratiﬁcation and rewards and take a shorter strategic view. Poland, Argentina, and Rus-
sia are examples for countries characterized by the latter.
Humane orientation reﬂects the degree to which a society encourages and rewards its
members for being fair, altruistic, friendly, generous, caring, and kind to others. Coun-
tries like Malaysia, Philippines, and Ireland emit a high humane-orientation-score. On
the other side of the scale are Greece, Spain, or France.
Gender egalitarianism is a measure for the ways in which societies divide roles between
women and men. The more gender egalitarian a society is, the less it relies on biology
to determine the social roles of women and men. Countries that score higher on gender
egalitarianism tend to have similar levels of education for men and women and more
women in positions in authority. This seems to be the case in countries like Russia, Hun-
gary, or Poland, while countries like Egypt, Morocco, or South Korea are on the other
side of the scale. In those countries women exhibit a lower status in the society, the lit-
eracy rate for women is lower than for men, and fewer women are part of the labor force.5
Table 1 provides summary statistics for the nine GLOBE indicators. The questionnaire
allows answers to take discrete values between 1 and 7. The mean ranges from 3.371 to
5.16 and the standard deviations from 0.345 to 0.697.6 The means of the diﬀerent indices
do not diﬀer much, the standard deviations, however, do. This means that the nine
dimensions should be indeed viewed individually since they carry diﬀerent information.
It is interesting to note that the measures for in-group collectivism and institutional
collectivism are quite diﬀerent with regard to their mean and standard deviation, pointing
towards the fact that the distinction made by House et al. (2013) oﬀers new insights.
Thee fact that countries like Sweden assign a high value to institutional collectivism but
prefer individualism to in-group collectivism supports this.
5Table A.1 in the appendix presents details of the individual rank of each country within the GLOBE
survey for all nine cultural dimensions.
6For a detailed illustration on how the survey is executed and where the numbers result from, see
House et al. (2013), Part III and IV.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of GLOBE dimensions
Mean Std. dev.
1. Performance orientation 4.076 0.388
2. Assertiveness 4.136 0.345
3. Uncertainty avoidance 4.131 0.578
4. Power distance 5.158 0.379
5. In-group collectivism 5.160 0.694
6. Institutional collectivism 4.259 0.406
7. Future orientation 3.825 0.448
8. Humane orientation 4.092 0.452
9. Gender egalitarianism 3.371 0.354
4 Data
The GLOBE indicators listed above stem from House et al. (2013). To generate a measure
of cultural distance from the unilateral GLOBE dimensions I compute the absolute value




In order to scale the data to be between zero and unity, the cultural distance per country
pair is divided by the maximum distance of each dimension. Since the questionnaire
allows answers to vary between 1 and 7, the scaling parameter is 6. The drawback of
this measure is that after log-linearizing the gravity equation, country pairs with zero
distance are omitted. Furthermore, this makes it impossible to include intra-national
trade. To allow for this, I create another measure called cultural proximity for each of
the nine dimensions. Here, maximal proximity takes the value of 1 and the more the
countries' views diﬀer, the closer the measure moves to zero. To make sure that the term
between zero and unity, I apply the same scaling procedure as for the distance measure.
cult_proxij = 1− |(cult_dimensioni − cult_dimensionj)|
max(cult_dimension)−min(cult_dimension)
Additionally, I generate measures for the average eﬀect of cultural distance and proximity.
The source of bilateral export data on the 6-digit industry level, which originally stems
from COMTRADE, is provided by CEPII's BACI for years after 1994 (Gaulier & Zig-
nago, 2010). Information about intra-national trade at the 3-digit level is taken from
the TradeProd data base by CEPII (de Sousa et al., 2012). This allows to consistently
estimate time invariant trade costs (Yotov, 2012) and to capture the eﬀects of global-
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ization on international trade (Bergstrand et al., 2015). Additional controls like active
RTAs, bilateral distance, contiguity, colonial background, and common currency come
from CEPII's Gravity (Head et al. (2010) and Head and Mayer (2014)).
I allow for the possibility that cultural distance potentially inﬂuences some goods dif-
ferently and follow the commodity groups classiﬁcation provided by Rauch (1999). He
I distinguishes between three categories: products that are traded on an organized ex-
change, products whose prices are listed in trade publications, and all other products. I
combine the former two categories into one called homogeneous goods, while referring to
the latter as diﬀerentiated goods.
Since trade ﬂows do not adjust on a yearly basis I restrict my sample to three-year inter-
vals as suggested by Olivero and Yotov (2012). The ﬁnal data set contains about 12,000
country pair observations with four three-year intervals ranging from 1995 to 2004. Cov-
ered within the sample are seven African countries, 12 countries from America, 15 from
Asia, 18 from Europe, and four from the Middle East. The minimum and maximum
values, the mean, and the standard deviation of the distance and proximity dimensions
can be found in the Table 2. The same holds true regarding the number of country pairs
which share a colonial background and a common border. Diﬀerences arise in the number
of countries with a common currency. Their number has increased from 96 to 1517 and
the number of active RTAs has increased from 316 to 592.
5 Estimation strategy
The PPML approach proposed by Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) that I use in this
essay has several advantages over the traditional OLS. First, PPML makes use of the mul-
tiplicative instead of the logarithmic form of the gravity model. Therefore, it is possible
to include observations with zero trade ﬂows. Second, in the presence of heteroscedas-
ticity the estimation of the gravity equation in log-linear form is potentially biased and
inconsistent, the PPML performs well under these circumstances.









RTAij,t−k + λi,t + γj,t
]
∗ µij,t (1)
The left-hand side of this baseline regression denotes the value of exports from country
i to country j in period t. The variable of interest, ln(cult_distij), denotes the log of
bilateral cultural distance between exporter i and importer j based on the nine GLOBE
dimensions and their average eﬀect. The vector GRAV ITYij includes the log of bi-
7This increase is mainly due to the introduction of the Euro in the year 2002.
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lateral distance and the other time-invariant bilateral control variables common border,
common currency, and colonial background. RTAij,t is a dummy variable that takes the
value of unity if an RTA is active between i and j in period t together with 3-, 6-, and
9-year lags. This allows for phasing-in eﬀects of RTAs. λi,t and γj,t capture exporter-time
and importer-time ﬁxed eﬀects, respectively. The error term is given by µij,t.
This approach most likely suﬀers from endogeneity because of omitted variable bias.
Therefore, pair ﬁxed eﬀects are included in speciﬁcation (2) to properly account for
multilateral resistance between country pairs (Baier & Bergstrand, 2007). Because of
perfect collinearity with the ﬁxed eﬀects, the standard time-invariant gravity controls
can no longer be estimated. Furthermore, it is not possible to estimate the eﬀects of
cultural distance for all years in the sample. Therefore, cult_dist_2004 is dropped
from speciﬁcations (2) to (4). The remaining coeﬃcients for distance and proximity are








RTAij,t−k + λi,t + γj,t + ij
]
∗ µij,t (2)
In speciﬁcation (3), I estimate the eﬀect of the cultural dimensions on trade values in
levels instead of logs. This means it is possible to include country pairs with identical
cultural believes and it allows to include intra-national trade (Yotov, 2012). As suggested
by Bergstrand et al. (2015) I include a measure for globalization, INTL_BRDR. This
dummy takes the value of unity if trade across borders occurs and is zero otherwise.
Due to perfect collinearity with the pair ﬁxed eﬀects it is not possible to estimate the
coeﬃcients for all years within the sample, therefore the dummy for INTL_BRDR_2004











βY INTL_BRDR_(Y )ij + λi,t + γj,t + ij
]
∗ µij,t (3)
The ﬁnal speciﬁcation (4) makes use of the log of the proximity measure cult_proxij
instead of distance, since it is unclear from theory how cultural distance should be es-
timated. Since there is no cultural proximity of zero, the sample size is the same as in
estimation approach (3), as are the controls and ﬁxed eﬀects. This is the preferred spec-
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The following four tables present the results of the estimation speciﬁcations. Columns
(1) to (9) present each cultural dimension individually, column (10) provides the eﬀect
of the average of all nine dimensions. In Tables 2, 3, and 4, I use the bilateral distance
measure for the cultural dimensions. In Table 5 I make use of the proximity measure.
In panel A of each table, I analyze the impact of culture on the overall export value. In
the next two panels, I apply the classiﬁcation by commodity groups (Rauch, 1999): panel
B reports the coeﬃcients for homogeneous goods and panel C for diﬀerentiated goods. All
speciﬁcations include importer-year and exporter-year ﬁxed eﬀects. Reported standard
errors are clustered at the country pair level as it is common in the literature. However,
in a panel gravity context, there are several other dimensions in which the errors may
be correlated: at the exporter, importer, year, exporter-year, importer-year, and country
pair level, respectively (Cameron et al., 2011). Therefore, I report standard errors that
are clustered at these six dimensions (multi-way) for the variables of interest as well,
following Egger and Tarlea (2015). This clustering inﬂuences the size of the standard
errors, and therefore, the level of signiﬁcance of the reported coeﬃcients.8 The reported
R2 is calculated by computing the square of the correlation between trade and ﬁtted
values following the method described by Tenreyro.9 To ensure readability, I display
only the coeﬃcients for the variables of interest in this section and show the complete
regression outputs in Appendix.
Table 2 presents the results of the baseline regression, following speciﬁcation (1). In
panel A, the coeﬃcients of uncertainty avoidance, power distance, future orientation, hu-
mane orientation, gender egalitarianism, and the measure for average distance have the
expected negative algebraic sign, the coeﬃcients of the others are positive. However, just
ﬁve out of nine (plus average) dimensions appear to aﬀect the value of aggregate exports
statistically signiﬁcant. If bilateral distance with respect to power distance increases by
1 percent, this corresponds to an average decrease of -0.072 percent in the value of trade.
Growing distance with respect to in-group collectivism seems to boost trade by 0.075
percent. Both coeﬃcients share a critical value of 0.1 percent when the standard errors
are clustered at country pair level and of 5 percent when they are clustered multi-way.
8If not speciﬁed otherwise, levels of signiﬁcance are based on multi-way clustered errors.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The coeﬃcients for future orientation, humane orientation, and gender egalitarianism
are given by -0.035, -0.038 and -0.045, respectively. All three are signiﬁcant at 5 percent
when using country pair clustered errors and insigniﬁcant otherwise.
Panel B provides the eﬀects of cultural diﬀerences for exports of homogeneous goods. A
1 percent increase in distance regarding uncertainty avoidance decreases trade by -0.055
percent at 1 percent level of signiﬁcance. Contrarily, in-group collectivism has a highly
signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on trade with a coeﬃcient of 0.066. The inﬂuence of humane
orientation given by 0.067 is once again highly signiﬁcant at the 0.1 percent level when
clustering at the country pair level. All three dimensions remain statistically signiﬁcant
at critical values of 5 percent when clustering multi-way. Bilateral diﬀerences in the
perception of gender egalitarianism decreases trade value by -0.066 percent at a critical
value of 1 percent for country pair clustered standard errors, the signiﬁcance is lost after
clustering multi-way.
Three cultural distance measures return statistically signiﬁcant when focusing the es-
timation on diﬀerentiated goods only. Power distance and in-group collectivism both
inﬂuence trade at the 0.1 percent level of signiﬁcance using country pair clustered errors,
the former negatively with a coeﬃcient of -0.096, the latter positively with a coeﬃcient of
0.089. The eﬀect remains highly signiﬁcant when clustering multi-way for power distance
and drops to a level of 5 percent for in-group collectivism. The eﬀect of a 1 percent
increase in bilateral distance regarding gender egalitarianism decreases average trade by
-0.045 percent and is signiﬁcant for a critical value of 0.05 for country pair clustered
errors and insigniﬁcant for multi-way clustered errors. The other coeﬃcients regarding
cultural distance are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero and therefore do not have an
eﬀect on the value of exports across the diﬀerent deﬁnitions of the dependent variable.
In order to put the cultural distance eﬀects into perspective, I oﬀer a back-of-the-envelope
calculation. Germany and Italy are closely related regarding their views of power dis-
tance with a bilateral distance of 0.005. In 2016, Germany exported commodities with
a trade value of around 67 billion US$ to Italy. Following the results from Table 2, if
bilateral distance regarding this cultural dimension would double, for example to the
distance between Germany and Zimbabwe, export value would decrease by -7.2 percent,
or 4.8 billion US$. If the distance would be ten times higher, like between Germany and
the Philippines, the negative eﬀect would lead to a decrease of trade value by -72 percent
or by 48.24 billion US$.10
However, the size of the point estimators should be treated with caution. Because pair-
ﬁxed eﬀects are not included, the regressions most likely suﬀer from omitted variable
bias. Table 2 should give an idea in which direction the dimensions inﬂuence trade.
Since only in-group collectivism end gender egalitarianism inﬂuence trade positively and
persistently across the three speciﬁcations, the results of this table additionally show
that the distinction between diﬀerent goods categories oﬀers additional insights that is
10Own calculations based on COMTRADE data from 2016.
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otherwise lost through aggregation.
In Table 3, I estimate the eﬀect of cultural distance on trade over time using speciﬁcation
(2) with pair ﬁxed eﬀects together with the country-year ﬁxed eﬀects to properly account
for multilateral resistance (Baier & Bergstrand, 2007). The coeﬃcients are interpreted as
deviations from the cultural distance eﬀect in the base year 2004 and compared with the
ﬁndings in Table 2. If the estimated coeﬃcients in Table 2 are insigniﬁcant, the average
eﬀect of these distance measures on trade is assumed to be zero. For the aggregate goods
case in panel A, ﬁve distance dimensions inﬂuence trade diﬀerently over time. An increase
in bilateral distance by 1 percent regarding performance orientation is not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent in the year 1995 compared to 2004 but its inﬂuence is larger by 0.022 percent in
1998 and by 0.008 percent in 2001 relative to 2004. Assertiveness has a greater impact
on the value of trade in 1995 and 1998 in comparison to 2004 by 0.021 percent and 0.01
percent, respectively. Both are signiﬁcant at 5 percent. The eﬀect remains constant
for 2001. With respect to the dimension of institutional collectivism, bilateral distance
has a greater eﬀect of 0.022 percent in 1995 than in 2004 with a critical value of 0.05
and remains constant for the other periods. The eﬀect of growing distance in humane
orientation on trade exports varies over time as well. For the year 1995 it is 0.02 percent
larger relative to 2004 and 0.018 percent larger for 2001, the former being signiﬁcant at
5 percent, the latter at 1 percent. In 1998, there is no signiﬁcant change. This means
that the signiﬁcant negative eﬀect of this dimension from the baseline regression used to
be smaller in 1995 and in 2001 compared to 2004. The inﬂuence of the average distance
measure changes signiﬁcantly over time. At the 5 percent level of signiﬁcance, the eﬀect
is larger by 0.068 percent in contrast to 2004, while it increases by 0.086 percent for 1998
and by 0.029 percent for 2001. Both share critical values of 0.01. The eﬀect of the other
ﬁve dimensions seems to remain persistent relative to 2004.
The analysis in panel B once again focuses on exports of homogeneous goods only. Dif-
ferences in assertiveness inﬂuence trade more in 2001 than in 2004 by 0.018 percent at
a critical value of 0.05. The eﬀect of institutional collectivism is larger by 0.049 percent
in 1995 and by 0.047 percent in 1998 when compared to 2004. The former coeﬃcient is
signiﬁcant at 1 percent, the latter at 5 percent. The estimated coeﬃcients for humane
orientation suggest that the eﬀect of this dimension on trade is 0.035 percent larger in
1995 and 0.04 percent larger in 2001 than the corresponding eﬀect in 2004. These eﬀects
are signiﬁcant at 5 percent and 0.1 percent, respectively. Similarly to panel A this points
towards the fact that the overall negative eﬀect of humane orientation used to be smaller
in 1995 and 2001. Average distance had a higher magnitude of 0.109 percent in 1998
relative to 2004. The inﬂuence of the remaining distance dimensions did not change over
time.
In panel C, the sample exclusively covers exports of diﬀerentiated goods. The impact
of six cultural dimensions varies signiﬁcantly over time. The greater inﬂuence of as-



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































signiﬁcant, too. When comparing 1998 to 2004, this cultural distance dimension aﬀects
trade by 0.02 percent more in 1998 compared to 2004 and is statistically signiﬁcant at
5 percent. The distance measure of performance orientation has a greater inﬂuence on
trade of 0.029 percent in 1995, of 0.031 percent in 1998, and of 0.017 percent in 2001 when
compared to 2004. The ﬁrst coeﬃcient is signiﬁcant at 5 percent, while the other two are
highly signiﬁcant at 0.1 percent. Relative to 2004, the eﬀect of in-group collectivism on
trade is 0.041 percent larger in 1995, 0.027 percent larger in 1998, and 0.01 percent larger
2001 with critical values of 0.01 for the ﬁrst two, and 0.001 for the last coeﬃcient. This
means that the positive inﬂuence of in-group collectivism from the baseline regression has
decreased over time. The inﬂuence of future orientation has increased by 0.025 percent
for 2004 relative to 1995 at the 5 percent level of signiﬁcance. The eﬀect of cultural
distance on exports regarding gender egalitarianism decreases the negative impact on
trade by 0.014 percent in 2001 compared to 2004. This eﬀect is signiﬁcant at a critical
value of 0.05. The inﬂuence of the measure for average distance varies over time as well.
It is larger by 0.089 percent in 1998 and by 0.042 percent in 2001 relative to 2004. The
coeﬃcients are signiﬁcant at levels of 5 percent and 1 percent, respectively.
The eﬀect of cultural distance on trade varies over time but greatly depends on the di-
mension and goods speciﬁcation. The eﬀects of performance orientation, institutional
collectivism, and humane orientation on the aggregate are driven by either homogeneous
goods or diﬀerentiated goods. Eﬀects of in-group collectivism, future orientation, and
gender egalitarianism are only signiﬁcant for diﬀerentiated goods and are masked in the
aggregate. Except for one dimension, the signiﬁcant eﬀects relative to the base year are
larger in previous years and become smaller over time. It is interesting to note that
most of the coeﬃcients that inﬂuenced trade signiﬁcantly and negatively in the case of
uncertainty avoidance, power distance, future orientation, and gender egalitarianism and
positively in the case of in-group collectivism in the baseline regression return insignif-
icant in Table 3. This means that their eﬀect has remained persistent over time. It is
unexpected that all signiﬁcant coeﬃcients have a positive algebraic sign. This would
lead to the interpretation that cultural distance used to have a more positive impact
on the value of trade in the years 1995, 1998, and 2001 relative to the base year 2004.
However, this speciﬁcation may be ﬂawed as it omits country pairs with the smallest
cultural distance by deﬁnition.11
In order to allow for country pairs to share identical cultural believes, I include the bilat-
eral distance measures into the regression in levels instead of logs, following speciﬁcation
(3). Moreover, this means that country pairs with the same importer and exporter are
now part of the sample, allowing to include and control for intra-national trade. The
sample size increases by around 200 observations and Table 4 provides the results.
11When clustering at the country pair level, the number of signiﬁcant estimators changes somewhat































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For nine out of the ten cultural distance dimensions including the average eﬀect, there
is a signiﬁcant change regarding their impact on export value over time with respect to
the base year 2004 for the aggregate goods speciﬁcation in panel A. The impact of a 1
percent increase in distance on trade regarding the measure for performance orientation
is 232 percent (= 100 ∗ [e1.2 − 1]) larger and positive in 2001 than in 2004 at a critical
value of 0.001. If diﬀerences regarding assertiveness increase by 1 percent, the eﬀect on
trade is positive and larger by 93 percent in 1995 and increases to 123 percent in 1998
in comparison to 2004 with a 1 percent level of signiﬁcance. For 2001, the eﬀect remains
constant. Relative to 2004, the eﬀect of cultural distance measured by uncertainty avoid-
ance inﬂuences trade negatively and stronger in the years 1995 and 2001 by -71 percent
and by -32 percent, respectively. The ﬁrst coeﬃcient is statistically signiﬁcant at the 1
percent level, the latter at the 0.1 percent level, while there is no signiﬁcant change in
1998 compared to 2004. The baseline regression suggests that on average an increase
of bilateral distance regarding power distance has a negative eﬀect on trade. However,
in 1998 this negative eﬀect is smaller by 210 percent relative to the corresponding ef-
fect in 2004 and is signiﬁcant at a critical value of 5 percent. The positive impact of
cultural distance regarding in-group collectivism on trade is constant for 1995 and 1998
and signiﬁcantly stronger at the 5 percent threshold by 47 percent in 2001 relative to
2004. In comparison to 2004, distance regarding institutional collectivism used to have a
positive and stronger impact on trade of 138 percent in 1995 and of 139 percent in 1998.
The ﬁrst coeﬃcient is statistically signiﬁcant at the 1 percent level, the second at the 5
percent level. The negative eﬀect of future orientation on trade is highly signiﬁcant for
2001 and used to be stronger by -42 percent with respect to 2004. Compared to 2004,
the negative eﬀect from the baseline regression of humane orientation on trade is not
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in 1995 but it decreases in 1998 by a positive impact that is 80
percent stronger. In 2001, the negative impact is then again ampliﬁed by -73 percent in
2001. Both coeﬃcients are signiﬁcant at critical values of 0.05. The measure of average
distance shares the same level of signiﬁcance with the previous dimension and used to
decrease trade by -82 percent more in 2001 than in 2004. The negative eﬀect of gender
egalitarianism from the baseline regression seems to be persistent over time.
Panel B yields the estimation results focusing on homogeneous goods only. The eﬀect
of performance orientation across time is comparable to the aggregate goods case and
implies no signiﬁcant changes for 1995 and 1998 but a positive impact on trade that is
208 percent larger in 2001 compared to 2004 at a critical value of 0.001. Bilateral dif-
ferences regarding assertiveness inﬂuence trade for homogeneous diﬀerently compared to
the aggregate goods case. Here, the positive eﬀect is still highly signiﬁcant and stronger
by 59 percent compared to 2004. The the driver for this relative increase is the year 2001,
while the impact remains constant for the other years. The negative average inﬂuence on
trade from the baseline regression of a 1 percent increase of bilateral distance regarding
uncertainty avoidance is made stronger by -80 percent in 1995 and by -48 percent in
2001. The coeﬃcient for 1995 is statistically signiﬁcant at 1 percent, the one for 2001
18
at 5 percent. It remains unchanged for 1998. The distance measure seems to lose its
strength over time. The eﬀect of a 1 percent increase regarding diﬀerent perception of
power distance is negative and dramatically larger by -93 percent in 2001 than in to 2004
at a critical value of 0.05. The impact of bilateral distance regarding institutional col-
lectivism on the other hand highly signiﬁcantly boosts trade in 1995 and is 234 percent
larger than in 2004. The eﬀect remains constant in the other years. The coeﬃcient of
future orientation is negative and signiﬁcant at 5 percent for the year 1995, and imply
an increase of the potential negative impact of this dimension on trade by -84 percent
relative to 2004. Diﬀerences regarding gender egalitarianism positively inﬂuence trade
by 833 percent for 1998 relative to 2004 and the coeﬃcient is signiﬁcant at the critical
value of 0.001. The negative eﬀects of bilateral cultural distance on the export value of
homogeneous goods from the baseline regression for in-group collectivism and humane
orientation are constant over time.
Seven distance measures signiﬁcantly change their inﬂuence on trade with diﬀerentiated
goods in panel C over time with respect to the base year. The eﬀect of performance
orientation is persistent and highly signiﬁcant across good speciﬁcations. Similar to
panels A and B, the eﬀect of an increase in bilateral distance on trade is positive and
used to be stronger for 2001 in contrast to 2004, in this speciﬁcation by 256 percent.
Assertiveness aﬀects trade diﬀerently over time. For 1995 and 1998 the eﬀect on trade is
positive and grows in strength in comparison to 2004 by 144 percent and by 183 percent,
respectively. In 2001, the trade impact is negative and decreases by 67 percent relative
to 2004. The coeﬃcients for 1995 and 1998 are signiﬁcant at critical values of 0.001,
the one for 2001 at 1 percent. An increase of bilateral distance regarding uncertainty
avoidance increases its negative eﬀect on trade by 49 percent for 1995 and by 73 percent
for 2001. The ﬁrst coeﬃcient is signiﬁcant at 5 percent, the other at 0.1 percent. In
contrast to the other speciﬁcations, the negative impact of this distance measure grows
over time for diﬀerentiated goods. The signiﬁcant positive inﬂuence on the otherwise
negative average eﬀect of power distance on trade for 1995 in the aggregate case is driven
by exports of diﬀerentiated goods. The coeﬃcient is signiﬁcant at 5 percent and shows
that the positive impact in this year is larger by 194 percent than in 2004. The same
holds true for in-group collectivism. The average eﬀect is negative as suggested by the
baseline regression but in 2001 this negative inﬂuence was smaller by 78 percent relative
to 2004. The level of signiﬁcance is 1 percent. Diﬀerences with respect to the dimen-
sion institutional collectivism increased trade by 106 percent more in 1995 than in the
following years, where there is no deviation from the eﬀect in 2004. The coeﬃcient is
signiﬁcant at a critical value of 5 percent. The eﬀect of future orientation is persistent
for 1995 and 1998 but highly signiﬁcantly decreased by -46 percent in contrast to the
base year. Diﬀerences in humane orientation are statistically signiﬁcant at 1 percent and
show a decrease on the trade value of exports for 2001 that is stronger by -73 percent
when compared to 2004 and unchanged otherwise. The negative trade eﬀects of gender
egalitarianism remain unchanged over time.
19
Overall, the inclusion of countries with the same cultural values and intra-national trade
changes the results in Table 4 signiﬁcantly in contrast to Table 3. The trade eﬀects of
bilateral cultural distance on trade are no longer consistently positive and larger relative
to 2004 but several eﬀects used to be more negative. This is a more plausible result
but still somewhat surprising when compared to the perceived general trend of bilateral
distance, in which distance persistently decreases over time. The eﬀect of the cultural
distance dimensions on trade seems to signiﬁcantly change over the observed time span
but it does not seem to follow a clear trend. Some eﬀects grow in size, while others
decrease over time. Some show a positive and some show a negative impact on trade.
Furthermore, the choice of goods speciﬁcation matters for signiﬁcance and magnitude.
These results show that the impact on cultural distance on trade is not as clear as it may
appear and needs to be approached with caution. As a robustness check, the eﬀect of
cultural distance on the value of trade is re-estimated without the scaling process. Two
coeﬃcients which were barely signiﬁcant in Table 4 lose their signiﬁcance, the results of
the other 58 regressions are identical to Table 4 if the coeﬃcients are multiplied by the
scaling-factor 6. Tables A.11 to A.13 provide the results in the appendix.
Finally, Table 5 presents the eﬀects of the measures of cultural proximity on trade instead
of cultural distance and follows speciﬁcation (4). As distance is commonly estimated in
elasticities, the nine proximity dimensions and the average proximity measure are log-
linearized. Due to the design of the measure, it still allows to include countries with
the same cultural background as well as intra-national trade. With the exception of two
coeﬃcients, which appear signiﬁcant only in the proximity speciﬁcation, the coeﬃcients'
level of signiﬁcance is identical to Table 4. By deﬁnition, the eﬀect of cultural proxim-
ity on trade works in the opposite direction as distance, therefore, the algebraic signs
are reversed. Moreover, the size of the coeﬃcients is similar as well. However, as the
proximity dimensions are interpreted as elasticities, the size of the coeﬃcients translates
directly to a percentage change on trade values if proximity increases by 1 percent. Thus,
the eﬀects provided in Table 5 are much smaller compared to Table 4. For example, the
eﬀect of a 1 percent increase of proximity regarding performance orientation in 1998
in panel A leads to less trade compared to 2004 by -1.049 percent. When the eﬀect is
estimated in levels, the corresponding eﬀect is a decrease of -232 percent. Since there
is no theory foundation (yet) on how cultural distance should be measured, both mea-
sures are potentially correct. Nonetheless, I argue that the results provided in Table 5
are more plausible compared to Table 4 as they indicate that the eﬀect of cultural prox-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this essay, the changing eﬀect of bilateral cultural diﬀerences on the value of exports
was analyzed over time using the nine cultural dimensions introduced by GLOBE (House
et al., 2013) together with state-of-the-art empirical methods. The answer is not as clear
as it might be on ﬁrst sight: Neither diminishes the impact of cultural distance on trade
values persistently in the face of increased globalization, nor has it consistently been
strengthened. From the results above, there is no clear trend apparent for the impor-
tance of cultural distance for bilateral trade in the face of globalization. Depending on
the cultural dimensions, the eﬀects diﬀer over the observed time span. Its eﬀect has
remained persistent for some dimensions, while it has increased or decreased for others
over time. This shows that the choice of deﬁnition for the term culture is very important.
Moreover, the aggregation of commodity groups introduced by Rauch (1999) aﬀects the
results and oﬀers new insights. Several signiﬁcant eﬀects on the aggregate goods case
are either driven by diﬀerentiated or homogeneous goods. This information would oth-
erwise have been lost. It has been shown that it makes a big diﬀerence, whether or
not intra-national trade is included into the regression, highlighting the importance to
do so (Yotov (2012), Bergstrand et al. (2015)). Finally, it does not change the level of
signiﬁcance of the estimation results, whether culture is measured by bilateral distance
in levels or proximity in logs. However, the interpretation of the coeﬃcients depends on
the speciﬁcation and leads to diﬀerent inferences.
For further research the scope of the analysis should be increased to capture the steady
increase of the globalization process in the 2000s. So far, this can be done on the aggregate
level but not on the product level for all countries within the sample. The previous
analysis showed how important it is to make use of a data set like TradeProd that allows
to distinguish diﬀerent commodity groups and that includes intra-national trade as well.
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A Appendix
Table A.1 yields the individual rank of each of the 60 countries within the GLOBE survey
for each of the nine cultural dimensions. The rank of 1 corresponds to the lowest score
in the sample and 60 to the highest.
The following appendix shows the complete estimation tables, except for the ﬁxed eﬀects
dummies. All speciﬁcations include importer-year and exporter-year ﬁxed eﬀects. Tables
A.2 to A.4 show the results for the baseline regression without pair ﬁxed eﬀects but with
additional time-invariant control variables for geographical bilateral distance, common
currency, common border, and colonial background. In all the following regressions,
country pair ﬁxed eﬀects are included. Tables A.5 and A.6 show results for the PPML
approach without intra-national trade. Tables A.8 to A.16 include intra-national trade
as well as the dummy variable for international border crossings of trade. Tables A.8
to A.10 show the complete results of the regressions estimating cultural distance eﬀects
on trade in levels, Tables A.14 to A.16 use the proximity measure instead of distance.
Tables A.11 to A.13 yield the results for the robustness regressions without the scaling





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hohenheim Discussion Papers in Business, Economics and Social Sciences 
 
The Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences continues since 2015 the established “FZID Discussion 
Paper Series” of the “Centre for Research on Innovation and Services (FZID)” under the name “Hohenheim 




510 Institute of Financial Management 
520 Institute of Economics 
530 Institute of Health Care & Public Management 
540 Institute of Communication Science 
550 Institute of Law and Social Sciences 
560 Institute of Economic and Business Education 
570 Institute of Marketing & Management 
580 Institute of Interorganizational Management & Performance 
 
Research Areas (since 2017) 
 
INEPA   “Inequality and Economic Policy Analysis” 
TKID   “Transformation der Kommunikation – Integration und Desintegration” 
NegoTrans  “Negotiation Research – Transformation, Technology, Media and Costs” 
INEF  “Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Finance” 
 
Download Hohenheim Discussion Papers in Business, Economics and Social Sciences  




No. Author Title Inst 
    
01-2015 Thomas Beissinger, 
Philipp Baudy 
THE IMPACT OF TEMPORARY AGENCY WORK  
ON TRADE UNION WAGE SETTING: 
A Theoretical Analysis 
 
520 
02-2015 Fabian Wahl 
 
PARTICIPATIVE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND  
CITY DEVELOPMENT 800-1800 
 
520 




EUROMIND-D: A DENSITY ESTIMATE OF  
MONTHLY GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT FOR  
THE EURO AREA 
520 




OFFSHORING AND LABOUR MARKET REFORMS: 
MODELLING THE GERMAN EXPERIENCE 
520 





SIMULATING KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION IN FOUR 
STRUCTURALLY DISTINCT NETWORKS  
– AN AGENT-BASED SIMULATION MODEL 
520 
06-2015 Martyna Marczak, 
Thomas Beissinger 
 
BIDIRECTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INVESTOR SENTIMENT AND EXCESS RETURNS: 
NEW EVIDENCE FROM THE WAVELET PERSPECTIVE 
 
520 








No. Author Title Inst 
    
08-2015 Fabian Wahl  
 
THE LONG SHADOW OF HISTORY 
ROMAN LEGACY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
– EVIDENCE FROM THE GERMAN LIMES 
 
520 
09-2015 Peng Nie,  
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
 
COMMUTE TIME AND SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING IN 
URBAN CHINA 
530 
10-2015 Kristina Bogner 
 
THE EFFECT OF PROJECT FUNDING ON 
INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE  




11-2015 Bogang Jun, 
Tai-Yoo Kim 
A NEO-SCHUMPETERIAN PERSPECTIVE ON THE 
ANALYTICAL MACROECONOMIC FRAMEWORK:  
THE EXPANDED REPRODUCTION SYSTEM 
 
520 




ARE SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS IMPORTANT FOR 
STUDYING A SCIENCE UNIVERSITY MAJOR? 
520 
 
13-2015 Martyna Marczak 
Tommaso Proietti 
Stefano Grassi 
A DATA–CLEANING AUGMENTED KALMAN FILTER 








THE REVERSAL OF THE GENDER PAY GAP AMONG 
PUBLIC-CONTEST SELECTED YOUNG EMPLOYEES 
520 
15-2015 Alexander Opitz DEMOCRATIC PROSPECTS IN IMPERIAL RUSSIA: 




    
01-2016 Michael Ahlheim,  
Jan Neidhardt 




02-2016 Bogang Jun,  
Alexander Gerybadze, 
Tai-Yoo Kim 
THE LEGACY OF FRIEDRICH LIST: THE EXPANSIVE 
REPRODUCTION SYSTEM AND THE KOREAN 
HISTORY OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 
 
520 
03-2016 Peng Nie,  
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
FOOD INSECURITY AMONG OLDER EUROPEANS: 
EVIDENCE FROM THE SURVEY OF HEALTH, AGEING, 
AND RETIREMENT IN EUROPE 
 
530 
04-2016 Peter Spahn POPULATION GROWTH, SAVING, INTEREST RATES 




05-2016 Vincent Dekker, 
Kristina Strohmaier, 
Nicole Bosch 
A DATA-DRIVEN PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE 




06-2016 Philipp Baudy, 
Dario Cords 
DEREGULATION OF TEMPORARY AGENCY 
EMPLOYMENT IN A UNIONIZED ECONOMY: DOES 





No. Author Title Inst 
    




HOW IMPORTANT IS PRECAUTIONARY LABOR 
SUPPLY? 
520 




FUEL FOR LIFE: DOMESTIC COOKING FUELS 
AND WOMEN’S HEALTH IN RURAL CHINA 
530 





THE CO-EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION 
NETWORKS: COLLABORATION BETWEEN WEST 
AND EAST GERMANY FROM 1972 TO 2014 
 
520 






CONTINUITY UNDER A DIFFERENT NAME. 
THE OUTCOME OF PRIVATISATION IN SERBIA 
520 




THE CONTRIBUTION OF FEMALE HEALTH TO 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
520 
12-2016 Franz X. Hof 
Klaus Prettner 
 
THE QUEST FOR STATUS AND R&D-BASED 
GROWTH 
520 




STRUCTURAL SHIFT AND INCREASING VARIETY 
IN KOREA, 1960–2010: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF 
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL BY THE 
CREATION OF NEW SECTORS 
 
520 
14-2016 Benjamin Fuchs THE EFFECT OF TEENAGE EMPLOYMENT ON 
CHARACTER SKILLS, EXPECTATIONS AND 
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE STRATEGIES 
 
520 
15-2016 Seung-Kyu Yi 
Bogang Jun 
HAS THE GERMAN REUNIFICATION 
STRENGTHENED GERMANY’S NATIONAL 
INNOVATION SYSTEM? TRIPLE HELIX DYNAMICS 
OF GERMANY’S INNOVATION SYSTEM 
 
520 




ILLUMINATING THE WORLD CUP EFFECT: NIGHT 
LIGHTS EVIDENCE FROM SOUTH AFRICA 
520 
17-2016 Malte Klein 
Andreas Sauer 
 
CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF INNOVATION 
SYSTEM RESEARCH: WHAT YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT INNOVATION SYSTEMS 
 
570 
18-2016 Klaus Prettner THE IMPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATION FOR 
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE LABOR SHARE 
 
520 
19-2016 Klaus Prettner 
Andreas Schaefer 




20-2016 Vadim Kufenko 
Klaus Prettner 
YOU CAN’T ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU WANT? 




No. Author Title Inst 
    




CHILDRENS HEALTH, HUMAN CAPITAL 
ACCUMULATION, AND R&D-BASED ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 
INEPA 




MORAL HAZARD IN VC-FINANCE: MORE 
EXPENSIVE THAN YOU THOUGHT  
INEF 
03-2017 Michael Ahlheim 
Oliver Frör 
Nguyen Minh Duc 
Antonia Rehl 
Ute Siepmann 
Pham Van Dinh 
 
LABOUR AS A UTILITY MEASURE 
RECONSIDERED 
520 
04-2017 Bohdan Kukharskyy 
Sebastian Seiffert 




05-2017 Ana Abeliansky 
Klaus Prettner 
 
AUTOMATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE 520 
06-2017 Vincent Geloso 
Vadim Kufenko 
 
INEQUALITY AND GUARD LABOR, OR 
PROHIBITION AND GUARD LABOR? 
INEPA 
07-2017 Emanuel Gasteiger 
Klaus Prettner 




08-2017 Klaus Prettner 
Holger Strulik 
THE LOST RACE AGAINST THE MACHINE: 
AUTOMATION, EDUCATION, AND INEQUALITY IN 
AN R&D-BASED GROWTH MODEL 
 
INEPA 
09-2017 David E. Bloom 
Simiao Chen 
Michael Kuhn 




THE ECONOMIC BURDEN OF CHRONIC 
DISEASES: ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS FOR 
CHINA, JAPAN, AND SOUTH KOREA 
520 
10-2017 Sebastian Till Braun 
Nadja Dwenger 
THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT SHAPES REFUGEE 








DIVERGENCE, CONVERGENCE, AND THE 
HISTORY-AUGMENTED SOLOW MODEL 
 
INEPA 





HOW DO ENTREPRENEURIAL PORTFOLIOS 
RESPOND TO INCOME TAXATION? 
520 
13-2017 Steffen Otterbach 
Michael Rogan 
SPATIAL DIFFERENCES IN STUNTING AND 
HOUSEHOLD AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN 
SOUTH AFRICA: (RE-) EXAMINING THE LINKS 
USING NATIONAL PANEL SURVEY DATA 
 
INEPA 




THE CONVERGENCE OF THE GENDER PAY GAP 
– AN ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATION APPROACH 
INEPA 
No. Author Title Inst 
    
15-2017 Andreas Hecht ON THE DETERMINANTS OF SPECULATION – A 
CASE FOR EXTENDED DISCLOSURES IN 
CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
510 
16-2017 Mareike Schoop 
D. Marc Kilgour (Editors) 
 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 17TH INTERNATIONAL 




17-2017 Mareike Schoop 
D. Marc Kilgour (Editors) 
 
DOCTORAL CONSORTIUM OF THE 17TH 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON GROUP 
DECISION AND NEGOTIATION 
 
NegoTrans 
18-2017 Sibylle Lehmann-Hasemeyer 
Fabian Wahl 
 
SAVING BANKS AND THE INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION IN PRUSSIA 
SUPPORTING REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH 
PUBLIC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
 
520 
19-2017 Stephanie Glaser A REVIEW OF SPATIAL ECONOMETRIC MODELS 
FOR COUNT DATA 
 
520 
20-2017 Dario Cords ENDOGENOUS TECHNOLOGY, MATCHING, AND 
LABOUR UNIONS: DOES LOW-SKILLED 
IMMIGRATION AFFECT THE TECHNOLOGICAL 
ALIGNMENT OF THE HOST COUNTRY? 
 
INEPA 
21-2017 Micha Kaiser 
Jan M. Bauer 
PRESCHOOL CHILD CARE AND CHILD WELL-




22-2017 Thilo R. Huning 
Fabian Wahl 
LORD OF THE LEMONS: ORIGIN AND DYNAMICS 
OF STATE CAPACITY 
 
520 
23-2017 Matthias Busse 
Ceren Erdogan 
Henning Mühlen 
STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION AND ITS 




24-2017 Sibylle Lehmann-Hasemeyer 
Alexander Opitz 
THE VALUE OF POLITICAL CONNECTIONS IN THE 
FIRST GERMAN DEMOCRACY – EVIDENCE FROM 
THE BERLIN STOCK EXCHANGE 
 
520 




LIFESTOCK ASSET DYNAMICS AMONG 




Marina Töpfer DETAILED RIF DECOMPOSITION WITH 
SELECTION – THE GENDER PAY GAP IN ITALY 
 
INEPA 




OPTIMAL TAXATION UNDER DIFFERENT 
CONCEPTS OF JUSTNESS 
INEPA 
28-2017 Alexander Kressner 
Katja Schimmelpfeng 
 
CLUSTERING SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR 
MASTER SURGICAL SCHEDULING 
580 




ROBOTS AND THE SKILL PREMIUM: AN 




No. Author Title Inst 
    









ARBEITSWELT: DIGITAL – BELASTUNG: REAL? 
DER ERLEBTE WANDEL DER ARBEITSWELT 




31-2017 Annarita Baldanzi 
Klaus Prettner 
Paul Tscheuschner 
LONGEVITY-INDUCED VERICAL INNOVATION 




32-2017 Vincent Dekker 
Kristina Strohmaier 
THE EFFECT OF TRANSFER PRICING 
REGULATIONS ON INTRA-INDUSTRY TRADE 
 
520 
    
01-2018 Michael D. Howard 
Johannes Kolb 
 
FOUNDER CEOS AND NEW VENTURE MEDIA 
COVERAGE 
INEF 
02-2018 Peter Spahn UNCONVENTIONAL VIEWS ON INFLATION 
CONTRAOL: FORWARD GUIDANCE, THE NEO-
FISHERIAN APPROACH, AND THE FISCAL 
THEORY OF THE PRICE LEVEL 
 
520 
03-2018 Aderonke Osikominu 
Gregor Pfeifer 
 








THREE PILLARS OF URBANIZATION: MIGRATION, 
AGING, AND GROWTH 
INEPA 




DOES SIZE MATTER? IMPLICATIONS OF 
HOUSEHOLD SIZE FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH 
AND CONVERGENCE 
INEPA 
06-2018 Michael Trost THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS 
PARTS – PRICING PRESSURE INDICES FOR 
MERGERS OF VERTICALLY INTEGRATED FIRMS 
 
520 
07-2018 Karsten Schweikert TESTING FOR COINTEGRATION WITH 




08-2018 Evanthia Fasoula 
Karsten Schweikert 
PRICE REGULATIONS AND PRICE ADJUSTMENT 
DYNAMICS: EVIDENCE FROM THE AUSTRIAN 
RETAIL FUEL MARKET 
 
520 





WECHAT – USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR THE 
ASSESSMENT OF TOURIST PREFERENCES FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS IN CHINA 
520 
 
No. Author Title Inst 
    
10-2018 Alexander Gerybadze 
Simone Wiesenauer 
 
THE INTERNATIONAL SALES ACCELERATOR: A 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR IMPROVING 








DIE WIRTSCHAFTLICHEN FOLGEN DER 
AUTOMATISIERUNG 
INEPA 
12-2018 Martyna Marczak 
Thomas Beissinger 
COMPETITIVENESS AT THE COUNTRY-SECTOR 








AUTOMATISIERUNG, WACHSTUM UND 
UNGLEICHHEIT 
INEPA 
14-2018 Klaus Prettner 
Sebastian Seiffert 
THE SIZE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS AND 
EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES: THEORY AND 
EVIDENCE FROM THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT 
 
INEPA 
15-2018 Marina Töpfer THE EFFECT OF WOMEN DIRECTORS ON 
INNOVATION ACTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE OF 
CORPORATE FIRMS 
- EVIDENCE FROM CHINA – 
 
INEF 
16-2018 Timo Walter TRADE AND WELFARE EFFECTS OF A 
POTENTIAL FREE TRADE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES 
 
INEPA 
17-2018 Jonas Frank THE EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS ON 




18-2018 Jonas Frank THE EFFECT OF CULTURE ON TRADE OVER 









IK   Innovation and Knowledge 
ICT   Information Systems and Communication Systems 
CRFM   Corporate Finance and Risk Management 
HCM   Health Care Management 
CM   Communication Management 
MM   Marketing Management 
ECO  Economics 
  
 









Julian P. Christ 
 
NEW ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY RELOADED: 








03-2009 Pier Paolo Saviotti, 
Andreas Pyka 
 
GENERALIZED BARRIERS TO ENTRY AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
IK 
04-2009 Uwe Focht, Andreas 
Richter and Jörg 
Schiller 
 
INTERMEDIATION AND MATCHING IN INSURANCE MARKETS HCM 
05-2009 Julian P. Christ, 
André P. Slowak 
 
WHY BLU-RAY VS. HD-DVD IS NOT VHS VS. BETAMAX: 
THE CO-EVOLUTION OF STANDARD-SETTING CONSORTIA 
IK 
06-2009 Gabriel Felbermayr, 
Mario Larch and 
Wolfgang Lechthaler 
 
UNEMPLOYMENT IN AN INTERDEPENDENT WORLD ECO 
07-2009 Steffen Otterbach MISMATCHES BETWEEN ACTUAL AND PREFERRED WORK 
TIME: Empirical Evidence of Hours Constraints in 21 Countries 
 
HCM 
08-2009 Sven Wydra  PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS OF NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES – ANALYSIS FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY 
 
IK  
09-2009 Ralf Richter, 
Jochen Streb 
CATCHING-UP AND FALLING BEHIND 
KNOWLEDGE SPILLOVER FROM AMERICAN 























KYOTO AND THE CARBON CONTENT OF TRADE 
 
ECO 
11-2010 David E. Bloom, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
 
ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF LOW FERTILITY IN EUROPE 
 
HCM 
12-2010 Michael Ahlheim, 
Oliver Frör 
DRINKING AND PROTECTING – A MARKET APPROACH TO THE 




13-2010 Michael Ahlheim, 
Oliver Frör,  
Antonia Heinke, 
Nguyen Minh Duc, 
and Pham Van Dinh 
 
LABOUR AS A UTILITY MEASURE IN CONTINGENT VALUATION 
STUDIES – HOW GOOD IS IT REALLY? 
ECO 
14-2010 Julian P. Christ  THE GEOGRAPHY AND CO-LOCATION OF EUROPEAN 
TECHNOLOGY-SPECIFIC CO-INVENTORSHIP NETWORKS 
 
IK 
15-2010 Harald Degner WINDOWS OF TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITY 
DO TECHNOLOGICAL BOOMS INFLUENCE THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN FIRM SIZE AND INNOVATIVENESS? 
 
IK 
16-2010 Tobias A. Jopp THE WELFARE STATE EVOLVES:  
GERMAN KNAPPSCHAFTEN, 1854-1923 
 
HCM 




18-2010 Jörg Schiller ÖKONOMISCHE ASPEKTE DER ENTLOHNUNG  




19-2010 Frauke Lammers, 
Jörg Schiller  
CONTRACT DESIGN AND INSURANCE FRAUD: AN 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION  
 
HCM 
20-2010 Martyna Marczak, 
Thomas Beissinger 
 
REAL WAGES AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE IN GERMANY 
 
ECO 
21-2010 Harald Degner, 
Jochen Streb 
 
FOREIGN PATENTING IN GERMANY, 1877-1932 
 
IK 
22-2010 Heiko Stüber, 
Thomas Beissinger 
DOES DOWNWARD NOMINAL WAGE RIGIDITY 
DAMPEN WAGE INCREASES? 
 
ECO 
23-2010 Mark Spoerer, 
Jochen Streb 
GUNS AND BUTTER – BUT NO MARGARINE: THE IMPACT OF 

























EARNINGS SHOCKS AND TAX-MOTIVATED INCOME-SHIFTING: 
EVIDENCE FROM EUROPEAN MULTINATIONALS 
 
    ECO 
25-2011 Michael Schuele, 
Stefan Kirn 
QUALITATIVES, RÄUMLICHES SCHLIEßEN ZUR 
KOLLISIONSERKENNUNG UND KOLLISIONSVERMEIDUNG 
AUTONOMER BDI-AGENTEN  
 
ICT 
26-2011 Marcus Müller, 
Guillaume Stern, 
Ansger Jacob and 
Stefan Kirn 
 
VERHALTENSMODELLE FÜR SOFTWAREAGENTEN IM  




27-2011 Monnet Benoit, 
Patrick Gbakoua and 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza  
ENGEL CURVES, SPATIAL VARIATION IN PRICES AND 












29-2011 Nicole Waidlein 
 
CAUSES OF PERSISTENT PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES IN 




30-2011 Dominik Hartmann, 
Atilio Arata 
 
MEASURING SOCIAL CAPITAL AND INNOVATION IN POOR 




31-2011 Peter Spahn DIE WÄHRUNGSKRISENUNION 
DIE EURO-VERSCHULDUNG DER NATIONALSTAATEN ALS 
SCHWACHSTELLE DER EWU 
 
ECO 
32-2011 Fabian Wahl 
 
DIE ENTWICKLUNG DES LEBENSSTANDARDS IM DRITTEN 
REICH – EINE GLÜCKSÖKONOMISCHE PERSPEKTIVE 
 
ECO 
33-2011 Giorgio Triulzi, 
Ramon Scholz and 
Andreas Pyka 
 
R&D AND KNOWLEDGE DYNAMICS IN UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY 
RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTECH AND PHARMACEUTICALS: AN 
AGENT-BASED MODEL 
IK 




ANWENDUNG DES ÖFFENTLICHEN VERGABERECHTS AUF 
MODERNE IT SOFTWAREENTWICKLUNGSVERFAHREN 
ICT 
35-2011 Andreas Pyka AVOIDING EVOLUTIONARY INEFFICIENCIES 
IN INNOVATION NETWORKS 
 
IK 




WORK HOURS CONSTRAINTS AND HEALTH 
 
HCM 
37-2011 Lukas Scheffknecht, 
Felix Geiger 
A BEHAVIORAL MACROECONOMIC MODEL WITH  




38-2011 Yin Krogmann,  
Ulrich Schwalbe 
 
INTER-FIRM R&D NETWORKS IN THE GLOBAL 
PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY DURING 













RESPONDENT INCENTIVES IN CONTINGENT VALUATION: THE 
ROLE OF RECIPROCITY 
 
    ECO 
40-2011 Tobias Börger  
 
A DIRECT TEST OF SOCIALLY DESIRABLE RESPONDING IN 
CONTINGENT VALUATION INTERVIEWS 
 
    ECO 
41-2011 Ralf Rukwid,  
Julian P. Christ 
 
QUANTITATIVE CLUSTERIDENTIFIKATION AUF EBENE 
DER DEUTSCHEN STADT- UND LANDKREISE (1999-2008) 



















































Nr. Autor Titel CC 
    
42-2012 Benjamin Schön,  
Andreas Pyka 
 
A TAXONOMY OF INNOVATION NETWORKS IK 
 
43-2012 Dirk Foremny, 
Nadine Riedel 
 
BUSINESS TAXES AND THE ELECTORAL CYCLE        ECO 
44-2012 Gisela Di Meglio, 
Andreas Pyka and 
Luis Rubalcaba 
 
VARIETIES OF SERVICE ECONOMIES IN EUROPE        IK 
45-2012 Ralf Rukwid,  
Julian P. Christ 
INNOVATIONSPOTENTIALE IN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG: 
PRODUKTIONSCLUSTER IM BEREICH „METALL, ELEKTRO, IKT“ 
UND REGIONALE VERFÜGBARKEIT AKADEMISCHER 
FACHKRÄFTE IN DEN MINT-FÄCHERN 
 
IK 
46-2012 Julian P. Christ,  
Ralf Rukwid 
INNOVATIONSPOTENTIALE IN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG: 
BRANCHENSPEZIFISCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND 
ENTWICKLUNGSAKTIVITÄT, REGIONALES 
PATENTAUFKOMMEN UND BESCHÄFTIGUNGSSTRUKTUR 
 
       IK 
47-2012 Oliver Sauter ASSESSING UNCERTAINTY IN EUROPE AND THE 
US - IS THERE A COMMON FACTOR? 
       ECO 
48-2012 Dominik Hartmann SEN MEETS SCHUMPETER. INTRODUCING STRUCTURAL AND 
DYNAMIC ELEMENTS INTO THE HUMAN CAPABILITY 
APPROACH 
 





DISTAL EMBEDDING AS A TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 
NETWORK FORMATION STRATEGY 
       IK 
50-2012 Martyna Marczak, 
Víctor Gómez 
CYCLICALITY OF REAL WAGES IN THE USA AND GERMANY: 
NEW INSIGHTS FROM WAVELET ANALYSIS 
       ECO 
51-2012 André P. Slowak DIE DURCHSETZUNG VON SCHNITTSTELLEN 
IN DER STANDARDSETZUNG: 
FALLBEISPIEL LADESYSTEM ELEKTROMOBILITÄT 






WHY IT MATTERS WHAT PEOPLE THINK - BELIEFS, LEGAL 
ORIGINS AND THE DEEP ROOTS OF TRUST 








STATISTISCHER ÜBERBLICK DER TÜRKISCHEN MIGRATION IN 
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG UND DEUTSCHLAND 






Andreas Pyka, Seda 
Aydin, Lena Klauß, 
Fabian Stahl, Ali 
Santircioglu, Silvia 
Oberegelsbacher, 
Sheida Rashidi, Gaye 
Onan and Suna 
Erginkoç 
 
IDENTIFIZIERUNG UND ANALYSE DEUTSCH-TÜRKISCHER 
INNOVATIONSNETZWERKE. ERSTE ERGEBNISSE DES TGIN-
PROJEKTES 






Tobias Börger and 
Oliver Frör 
 
THE ECOLOGICAL PRICE OF GETTING RICH IN A GREEN 




        
ECO 







FAIRNESS CONSIDERATIONS IN LABOR UNION WAGE 
SETTING – A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 







INTEGRATION DURCH WÄHRUNGSUNION? 
DER FALL DER EURO-ZONE 





Sibylle H. Lehmann 
 
TAKING FIRMS TO THE STOCK MARKET:  
IPOS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF LARGE BANKS IN IMPERIAL 
GERMANY 1896-1913 
        
ECO 
 
59-2012 Sibylle H. Lehmann, 
Philipp Hauber and 
Alexander Opitz 
 
POLITICAL RIGHTS, TAXATION, AND FIRM VALUATION – 
EVIDENCE FROM SAXONY AROUND 1900 
ECO        
 
60-2012 Martyna Marczak, 
Víctor Gómez 
SPECTRAN, A SET OF MATLAB PROGRAMS FOR SPECTRAL 
ANALYSIS 
ECO        
 
61-2012 Theresa Lohse, 
Nadine Riedel 
THE IMPACT OF TRANSFER PRICING REGULATIONS ON 
PROFIT SHIFTING WITHIN EUROPEAN MULTINATIONALS 









































Nr. Autor Titel CC 
 
62-2013 Heiko Stüber REAL WAGE CYCLICALITY OF NEWLY HIRED WORKERS ECO        
 
63-2013 David E. Bloom, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
AGEING AND PRODUCTIVITY HCM 
 
64-2013 Martyna Marczak, 
Víctor Gómez 
MONTHLY US BUSINESS CYCLE INDICATORS: 





65-2013 Dominik Hartmann, 
Andreas Pyka 




66-2013 Christof Ernst, 
Katharina Richter and 
Nadine Riedel 





67-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Oliver Frör, Jiang 
Tong, Luo Jing and 
Sonna Pelz 
 
NONUSE VALUES OF CLIMATE POLICY - AN EMPIRICAL STUDY 
IN XINJIANG AND BEIJING 
ECO 
 
68-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Friedrich Schneider 




69-2013 Fabio Bertoni,  
Tereza Tykvová 
WHICH FORM OF VENTURE CAPITAL IS MOST SUPPORTIVE 
OF INNOVATION? 




70-2013 Tobias Buchmann, 
Andreas Pyka  
THE EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION NETWORKS: 
THE CASE OF A GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE NETWORK 
IK 
 
71-2013 B. Vermeulen, A. 
Pyka, J. A. La Poutré 
and A. G. de Kok  







Beatriz Fabiola López 
Ulloa, Valerie Møller 
and Alfonso Sousa-
Poza   
 
HOW DOES SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING EVOLVE WITH AGE?  









Lucia A. Reisch, 
Wolfgang Ahrens, 
Stefaan De Henauw, 









MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT AND CHILDHOOD OBESITY – 













Annette Hofmann  
 
 
RISIKEN AUS CLOUD-COMPUTING-SERVICES: 









Nadine Riedel and 
Ulrich Schwalbe  
 
 
INTER-FIRM R&D NETWORKS IN PHARMACEUTICAL 
BIOTECHNOLOGY: WHAT DETERMINES FIRM’S 









MACROECONOMIC STABILISATION AND BANK LENDING: 




















THE SUCCESS FACTORS OF TECHNOLOGY-SOURCING 









Andreas Pyka and 
Barbara Heller-Schuh 
 
TURKISH-GERMAN INNOVATION NETWORKS IN THE 








Kai D. Schmid 
 
CAPITAL INCOME SHARES AND INCOME 
INEQUALITY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 
 
       ECO 
 
81-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Tobias Börger and 
Oliver Frör 
THE INFLUENCE OF ETHNICITY AND CULTURE ON THE 
VALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS 
– RESULTS FROM A CVM STUDY IN SOUTHWEST CHINA – 




Fabian Wahl DOES MEDIEVAL TRADE STILL MATTER? HISTORICAL TRADE 
CENTERS, AGGLOMERATION AND CONTEMPORARY 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
       ECO 
 
83-2013 Peter Spahn SUBPRIME AND EURO CRISIS: SHOULD WE BLAME THE 
ECONOMISTS? 
       ECO 
 
84-2013 Daniel Guffarth, 
Michael J. Barber 
THE EUROPEAN AEROSPACE R&D COLLABORATION 
NETWORK 
       IK 
 
85-2013 Athanasios Saitis KARTELLBEKÄMPFUNG UND INTERNE KARTELLSTRUKTUREN: 
EIN NETZWERKTHEORETISCHER ANSATZ 










Nr. Autor Titel CC 
 
86-2014 Stefan Kirn, Claus D. 
Müller-Hengstenberg 
INTELLIGENTE (SOFTWARE-)AGENTEN: EINE NEUE 
HERAUSFORDERUNG FÜR DIE GESELLSCHAFT UND UNSER 
RECHTSSYSTEM? 
 
ICT       
 
87-2014 Peng Nie, Alfonso 
Sousa-Poza 
MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT AND CHILDHOOD OBESITY IN 
CHINA: EVIDENCE FROM THE CHINA HEALTH AND NUTRITION 
SURVEY 
 
HCM        
 
88-2014 Steffen Otterbach, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
JOB INSECURITY, EMPLOYABILITY, AND HEALTH: 
AN ANALYSIS FOR GERMANY ACROSS GENERATIONS 
HCM        
 




THE GEOGRAPHY OF STOCK EXCHANGES IN IMPERIAL 
GERMANY 
ECO        
 
90-2014 Martyna Marczak, 
Tommaso Proietti 
OUTLIER DETECTION IN STRUCTURAL TIME SERIES 
MODELS: THE INDICATOR SATURATION APPROACH 
ECO        
 
91-2014 Sophie Urmetzer, 
Andreas Pyka 
VARIETIES OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED BIOECONOMIES IK        
 
92-2014 Bogang Jun,  
Joongho Lee 
THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN FERTILITY AND EDUCATION:  
EVIDENCE FROM THE KOREAN DEVELOPMENT PATH 
IK        
 
93-2014 Bogang Jun,  
Tai-Yoo Kim 
NON-FINANCIAL HURDLES FOR HUMAN CAPITAL 
ACCUMULATION: LANDOWNERSHIP IN KOREA UNDER 
JAPANESE RULE 
 
IK        
 




Sonna Pelz  
 
CHINESE URBANITES AND THE PRESERVATION OF RARE 
SPECIES IN REMOTE PARTS OF THE COUNTRY – THE 
EXAMPLE OF EAGLEWOOD 





Javier Pereira and 
Luiz Flávio Autran 
Monteiro Gomes 
 
RANKING THE PERFORMANCE OF NATIONAL INNOVATION 
SYSTEMS IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA AND LATIN AMERICA 
FROM A NEO-SCHUMPETERIAN ECONOMICS PERSPECTIVE 
IK        
 
96-2014 Daniel Guffarth, 
Michael J. Barber 
 
NETWORK EVOLUTION, SUCCESS, AND REGIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE EUROPEAN AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
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